
BrightMa Farms
When the team at CORE SC met Harold Singletary, there was little doubt we
were in the presence of an charismatic leader who is eager to get things
done. As a fifth-generation descendant of a freed slave and an accountant in
a past life, Harold is putting his heritage and business experience to work.
CORE SC values its partnership with this innovative enterprise because of its
work in advanced agriculture technology (AgTech) that is improving farming
techniques and is contributing to NASA's "new space economy."

With headquarters on East Bay Street in Charleston, greenhouses in Moncks
Corner on land that was once farmed by his ancestors, and demonstration
fields at SC State University, BrightMa Farms focuses on improving AgTech
amongst industrial hemp farmers, creating sustainable parts for the
automobile industry, advocating for improvements in resources and
opportunities at historically black colleges and universities (HBCUs), and
experimenting with "hempcrete" for NASA and other industries. 

BrightMa Farms is a sophisticated research enterprise with scientific genetics
research taking place at its greenhouse in Moncks Corner and at SC State's
demonstrator fields in Olar. They partner with Puregene AG geneticists in
Switzerland to support the BrightMa Innovation Center breeding program in
order to create the perfect hemp clones for specific uses. At a recent visit,
Harold showed our guests from NASA and other state and federal agencies
prototypes of a BMW door part, an iPad holder, and a bike helmet all made
from hemp. 

From BrightMa's website: BrightMa Farms is a vertically integrated minority
owned and veteran managed hemp group.... We are setting a global
footprint that will champion a South Carolina circular economy and pave
the way nationally with economic development designed to benefit
businesses, society, and the environment what we call the triple bottom line
(People-Planet-Profit). This transformative model is based on the principles
of integrity, transparency, compliance and social and environmental
sustainability.         

CORE SC is proud to be working with such a passionate group of educated
and dedicated partners, who are bringing AgTech resources and solutions to
South Carolina. About CORE SC

The Center of Resilience
Excellence South Carolina (CORE
SC) is a consortium founded by the
College of Charleston, the South
Carolina Aquarium, and Charleston
County Government. 

What makes CORE SC effective?
Strong involvement with our
partners! We are stronger together
and work with a variety of partners
to find solutions that are equitable,
replicable, and scalable.

CORE SC and NASA continue to
build on past successes with the
goal of establishing a permanent
NASA facility in South Carolina.

Kevin Limehouse and Clare Petersen join the NASA CORE SC Road trip visits to BrightMa Farms and
SC State to learn more about genetics, indoor farming, and the many uses of hemp.
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Harold Singletary, Founder and CEO
of BrightMa Farms, LLC is farming
the lands as a fifth generation
descendant of Katie Heyward or
Bright Ma.
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In 1865, a 25-year-old slave field hand
named Katie Heyward, later known as
Bright Ma, was freed from the Balls
Buck Hall Plantation in Cordesville, SC. 

For More Info: CORE SC encourages innovative ideas, solutions, projects, and partnerships.
Call Kevin Limehouse at 843-958-4012 or klimehouse@charlestoncounty.org | coresc.net.

https://brightmafarms.com/ag-tech-solutions/
https://brightmafarms.com/

